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Since I have been concerned with the course of international
affairs for a good many years, I imagine that you expect me to

say aqde. .thing about the international situation
. When some months ago I accepted

the invitation to speak to the Canadian Club I had hoped that it migh
t

be possible for me to find a cheerful subject in this field
. It would

be pleasant if I could talk optimistically about the state of the world
today

. It did not look very happy when the invitation was received, and
it looks worse now. While there are bright spots, these are rifts in a
stormy and threatening sky

. The sub jugation of Czechoslovakia, tragically_
dramatized by the suicide of Jan Masaryk on March 10th, has everywhere
heightened the sense of danger and increased a tensi on already far too
acute for any ccmf ort of mind .

I am not a pessimist, in that I believe that we certainly are
not bound inevitably to fight another great war in order to prevent our
freedom from being overthrown . I am not an optilnist, in that I believe
that there is no short or easy road to security and lasting peace. We
shall, I am sure, continue to be faced for several years at least with
recurrent crises and pressing anxieties which•will affect the lives ofevery one of us .

We must not, of course, allow disillusionment to turn Into
despair or anaiety into panic . There are real grounds for hope . Somaof our disillusionment arises from having sefour hopes too high in thelast stages of. the war, just as we did twenty and more years ago afterthe other war . The major part of it comes from the positive actions of
others, actions which a huge majority of the people of the Western world
now recognize as menacingly hostile to their chosen way of life

. When
the Charter of the United Nations was being drafted in the spring of 1945,
it would have seemed almost incredible that the victorious allies, after
enduring the tortures and putting forth the efforts that won the war,
should so soon have ranged themselves in two opposing groups, and started
to oonduct what Mr . Walter Lippmann has lucidly christened a cold war .

The result is that we have today what the Secretary of 8tate
of the United States, General Marshall, recently called "a very, very
serious situation", - so serious as to lead the President of the United
States last Wednesday to request the temporary revival of wartime
conscription and the inauguration of a continuing system of universal
and oorapulsory military training in peacetime .

A part of its seriousness comes from the development of a
akillful technique of conquest from within, of which the recent events
in Prague are the latest of several examples . Some of you will remember
that ip 1919 one of the difficult problens before the Paris Peace
Confez•=ce was to find effective means of protecting minorities insid e
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a country from oppression by a majority of a different race
. Provisions

to this end were written into the treaties of peace, and one of the
duties of the League of Nations was to watch over their observance

.

Today there is another problem
. In several countries disciplined

minorities, prompted and supported from abroad, have succeeded in imposing
their rule on the majority

. This is what has happened in Czechoslovakia,
in Hungary, in Poland, in Rumania and in others of the satellites

. This
new technique of conquest has been achieved by bloodless, or almost blood-
less, methods, and often with an appearance of legality

. However lega l
in form, its success is not based on any principle acceptable to the
democracies ; and it brings with it the simultaneous introduction of all
the deplorable machinery of the police state .

The democratic countries have thus been set a new and very
tough problem . It is not the old problem of protecting the rights of
the minority from being subverted by the majority, difficult though
that is . It is a new problem, whether it is possible to protect the
rights of the majority, perhaps a very substantial majority, from being
subverted by a minority practising the political strategy of communismof the Soviet brand

. i4hat happened three or four weeks ago in Czechoslovakia
was but the last stage of this process, the assumption of complete powerby men already largely in control

. A pressing current danger is that
the pattern will be repeated in Italy and in other countries now outside
the iron curtain which are very important to the safety of the rest of
the world .

It was Benjamin Franklin who said at the signing of the Declara-
tion of Independence, "We must all hang together or assuredly we shal lall hang separately" . Last week .the United . Kingdom, France and the Low
Countries concluded a far-reaching economic and military alliance .
Simultaneously the President of the United States told Congress : "I
am confident that the United States will by appropriate means extend to
the free nations the support which the situation requires . I am sure
that the determination of the free countries of Europe to protect them-
selves will be matched by an equal determination on our part to help
them to protect themselves"

. Last week also a&r, ]Mackenzie King, in
greeting the signature of the Brussels Treaty, said : "It is a step

# towards peace, which may well be followed by other similar steps until
? there is built up an association of all free states which are willing
} to accept responsibilities of mutual assistance to prevent aggression
and preserve peace . "

These are good si s of determination ithat free countriesshall no longer be "hung separa tely"
. It can be done without conflicting

with the Charter of the United Nations . It was foreseen at San Francisco
that the Security Council mipht be paralyzed by the veto, and what are
now Articles 51 and 52 were added to the Charter . Article 51 preservesthe inherent right of individual or collective self-defence" pending-
action by the Security Council . Article 52 authorizes regional agree-
ments between member states . The Charter was designed as a constitution
for the international comr:.unity. Although it is far from a perfect
instrument, the trouble today does not arise from its defects, but from
the fact that there is no international community . There is no common
Purpose among the nations to join tcpether in an honest search to remove
the troubles that plague the world. We cannot have a collective system
without a collective will to make the system work .

In the economic field the European Recovery Program should
accomplish agreat deal if carried throuph as projected . It is a
Continuation on a larger scale of the efforts to restore stability whic h
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began before the end of the war and have been carried on since then by
various methods

. These methods include the work of UNRRp, together
with the provision of loans and credits by a few (if the more fortunate
countries to the less fortunate whose economies were shattered or dis-
located by the war

. I need not say here that so far Canada has done
its full share, or add that our own difficulties for the time being
make it impossible for us to continue on the ~saine scale .

It would have been a rash prophet who predicted in 1946, when
the loan to. the United Kingdom was before the Congress of the United
States, that less than two years later the Senate of the United States
would have adopted by a vote of 69-17 a measure authorizing the granting
in the next year of further assistance to Western Europe of

45,300,000,-
000, most of it to be expended as direct grants in aid and not in the
form of loans

. If one includes in the vote the Senators whose position
was announced but who were absent from the division, the total poll would
have been 76 in favour and only 20 against - a majority of nearly 4 to 1

.
I mentioned that there were some bright spots in the gloomy sky

. Thi s
is the chief of them - that the United States has shed its old armour
of isolation, which used to seem so safe and satisfactory in peacetime
and proved so antiquated and useless in time of war

. The United States
is in truth the most powerful country in the world, and one cannot but
be relieved and heartened that its people are realizing the sobering
responsibilities of power .

The House of Representatives will also approve the European
Recovery Program within a few days, and the great project launched by
General Marshall on June 5th last year will very shortly become

areality . There will undoubtedly be difficulties in getting it going .
There will be further argument over the exact sum to be appropriated
by the Congress, since under the procedures of Congress both an authoriza-
tion act and an appropriation act are required to make funds available,
and the second need not carry the full amount authorized by the first .
Delay in the passage of the appropriation, however, does not mean that
operations cannot begin soon after the President signs the present measure

,
as it carries a special provision making available a billion dollars to
get the program started .

I am not going to discuss the possible effects on Canada of
the operation of the European Recovery Program beyond saying that it
contemplates that the Administrator will make available to the govern-
ments of the United Kingdom and the other participating countries dollars
which they can use to assist in financing their purchases of essential
supplies from Canada and Latin America

. We cannot yet tell exactly how
this aspect will work out in practice, or what proportion of the trading
deficit of Western Europe with Canada and Latin America may be fimnced
in this way

. I am sure that it will be in our interest to continue to
carry as much of the load as we can .

No matter in what measure Canada op-

tion of the European Recovery Program, thereacan beenoedoubttof ourrstake
I.in its .success

. If, through outside aid and self-help, economic stability
can be restored in Western Europe, the world will be a much pleasante rand safer place for us all . Economic security and political security gohand in hand ; you cannot have one without the other . You cannot have
eithe,z• today without the United States undertaking the responsibilities
aP the strongest power in the world

. That is vhy the European Recovery
ProgramD together with the recent evidence that the old fear in the United
States of entangling alliances is past, counterbalances the gloomy events
"I Central and Eastern Europe which are so vivid in our minds .
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I now wish to turn briefly to some matters concerning the
relations between Canada and the United States

. At one stage in our
history not so very long ago it could be maintained with some justice
that there was a contradiction between Canadian membership in the British
Commonwealth of Nations and very close and friendly relations with the
United States . When the United States and the United Kingdom have pulled
in opposite directions, we Canadians have tended to suffer from a split
personality, because our interests and sympathies were divided. Whenthey pull together, we live a lot more easily

. They are pulling together
now, and seem likely t o continue t o do so, no matter what political
changes there may be in either country .

When Canadians are inclined to be critical of the United
States, it is well for them to remember that most smaller countries
next door to very great powers have had a rough time. Reflect on what
has happened in the course of this century to Belgium, Poland, Czechoslo-
vakia, the Netherlands, Rumania, Finland and many others . Switzerland
and Sweden are the only small countries of Europe outside the Iberian
Peninsula which have not been overrun once or more times since 1914 b ya powerful neighbour . Can we Canadians doubt that we are fortunate to
have the United States as our one great neighbour? We have, of course,
our problems, our irritations, our resentments, in our dealings with
the United States, but how different they are in quality from those
which afflict the small nations of Europe and Asia ô

One of our complaints, and a reasonable one, is that not
enough is known about Canada in the United States . In my experience
most Americans when they think about Canada, which they do not do very
often, appear to have a high regard for their northern neighbour .
While there is a lot of misunderstanding and misconception, only rarely
does one come across criti ci sm or complaint of the way in which we manageour affairs. The ignorance of Canada is not dangerous ignorance ; but ,
of course, knowledge is to be preferred to ignorance . Every now and
then somebody displays his ignorance by making a notable blunder ; and
there is a recurrent demand in Canada that something more should be done
to tell the people of the United States about our record and achieve-
ments. I wish someone could devise a satisfactory method of doing this .
There are 145 million people in the United States, and it is quite a
job to educate them.

Anyone who has had much t o do with the business of public rela-
tions abroad would apree that you certainly cannot please everybody and
frequently seem to please nobody. I can illustrate from three articles
which happened to reach my desk in the last fortnight . The first, in
a Washington despatch to a Canadian weekly, said, among other things :
"Working American newspaper men have complained to this reporter for
several years that Canadian Government public relations or informational
facilities are probably the worst in the United States capital . There
is literally a hunger for news from Canada in American publications" .
The second, in a Canadian monthly, was not so restrained in language,
and the followinR sentence does not do full justice to its emphasis ,
"All this adds up to the fact that our public relations in Washington
stink, and that the Ambassador must bear his share" . The third was a
long complaint in a despatch t o a very well known newspaper in th e
United States that the Canadian Government was trying to "shame Congress
into approving the Marshall Plan" by emphasi zi ng the magnitude of the
financial aid given by Canada since the war to the United Kingciom and
Western European countries . This article asserts : "The Canadian
EmbassY in Washington is a fountainhead of propaganda which compares
American and Canadian aid programs to America's 'disadvantage" . I
find it a little hard to understand how one can be a "fountainhead of
propaganda" and at the same time "utterly useless" in this respect,
as one of the Canadian critics stated .
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You can regard these extr~me opinions as cancelling each
other out . But there is a real problem here, and no-one should be
satisfied with what is being done

. One of the difficulties is that
Canadian news does not stand up well in these days in the competition
for space among the material reaching the desks of news editors

. The
sober journals have a flood of foreign news of a more spectacular kind
than that which Canada produces, as well as huge demands for space for
domestic news in an election year

. For the sensational journaLs Canada
does not provide very often that mixture of crime, sex and infamy which
is their special fare

. If we did things in Canada in a more dramatic
way, and were less reliable, - in short made greater nuisances of
ourselves - we would doubtless find a good deal more about Canada in
the 4Cnerican papers . But would the game be worth the candle?

The most effectiv,: sort of friendlir publicity which Canada,
or any othp.r country, can hope to secure in the United States is that
which is e7 ri''L..en by American9 for "aericans . ,e have a thin press in
this respect, but it is good so far as it goes

. Some of you mayremember an article by b;r. ialti:r Lippmann three or four weeks ago in
which he took to task what he called "uninformed and unneighbourly"
criticism of Canada in an

:'xizona paper, and made this his text for
setting people straight on Canadian aid in the reconstruction of
Europe . tore recently the most widely circulat• .:d pcriodical in theUnited States, Life 1:agazinz, bop,%n its editorial es follows: "Canadiansare the closest friends we have in the world and th

:y are in seriouseconomic trouble . from the United :;tates they ne .,d end deserve consider .abiy less apathy about their plipht"
. The article conoluded by advocating.a customs union between Canada and the United Ûtates . ;e are ail at

liberty to dislike its conclusi on, but there is no cause to quarrel with
its undarstandi ng and sympathetic tone .

Of course Amf:ricans do not know as much as we should like
about Canada, but do Canadians knoV, enough about the United States ?
The average Canadian probably knows a good deal rore 3bout what goes on
in the United States than the av

.rage American knows about what goeson in Canada . For one thing, th ;;re is a lot of n<:ws from the UnitedJ, States in his papers . He usually reads one or more :u,.c;rican nmgazines,listens to jlr, _!rican radio programs, sees American movi ng pictures .
That is inevitable when 122 million people live along?ide 145 million
people . It is like the case of :~e1(-ium: Belgians know a lot more about,,rance than r'rer.ch,.men know about "Elgium.

Yet I wonder whethe
r ` standi Put Ple in Canada ha Lrt as great an under-

ng of the United States as they should . This, for instance, isan election year . 'riow many of you in this room cculd st;ate accuratelythe procedure for electing a :'resident of the United St2tes, which is
set down in the Constitution and has been foliowad f :z nearly 160 years .I suspect th t if Dr

. Gallup were to take one of hi s polls in Canada on
how the president is chosen, he would fin

d that next 2?ov ember all the voters will marktaabsll~tg â~a~ori tj thin k
nthe names of the Demoeratic . Republican and cth,r car~pi pates~nand 1that

the candidate with the largest total will be eleet-a
. It is a much morecomplicated business than that . '.Je might think of this when next w eare irritate

.d by some foolish utterance about Canadian political
Lnstitutions

. Can we agree that there is much room on both sides forabetter appr ;ciation a ;d understanding of the other coa:itry ?

Never has there been greater need for full -,i ^- y com-prehension
. The ùrawiZF together of the democratic c, -L,

,to check the stealthy rarch of communism must be bas;:,i on the closest
,'Issible understarline, bet+reea the CTnit .,rl 33tat~-s the t?-anada and , nlted Kingdom,the cth ;ir countries of the British Comir,onv:~--aith . for that is~4 broad and firm foundation . That such an understan,iV is now being
strr~thened from day to day is certa :n.ty somethin€ =uiid and cor:fortingto contenplate amid the alarrr:s and crises of 1948.


